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UN ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN D ISTRICT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO . l5-60l85-CIV-ZLOCH

FORT LAUDERDALE FOOD
NOT BOMBS, et al .,

Plaintiffs ,
O R D E R

VS .

CITY OF FORT LAUDERDALE ,

Defeniant .

/
THIS

MATTER

is

before

the

Court

upon

Plaintiffs

Fort

Lauderdale Food Not Bombs , Nathan Pim , Jillian Pim , Haylee Becker,

and William Toole's Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 41) and
Defendant City Of Fort Lauderdale's Motion For Final Summary

Judgment (DE 42). The Court has carefully reviewed said Motions,
the entire court file and is otherwise fully advised in the
premises.

Plaintiffs Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs, Nathan Pim, Jillian

Pim, Haylee Becker, and Williad Toole (hereinafter ''Plaintiffs'')
bring suit alleging that Defendant City of Fort Lauderdale , Florida

(hereinafter uDefendant'o , violated their First and Fourteenth
Amendment rights pursuant to 42 U .S .C . 5 1983 by enacting Ordinance
C-14-42,

which

amended

Development Regulation

Defendant 's

existing

Unified

Land

(hereinafter ''ULDR'') 5 47-16.31, which

regulates Social Service Facilities (hereinafter ''the Ordinance'o .
Plaintiffs claim that the Qrdinance violates their First Amendment
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imposing a permit

rights as an unlawful prior restraint by
requirement

that

they

obtain

written

consent

in

order

to

participate in an outdoor food sharing event in a public park ,

which they consider to be First Amendment protected expressive
.

.

s;
.k
L
4
?
:
.
pk

activity . Additionally , Plainti/fs claim the Ordinance requires a
permit for their activities anywhere in the city . Plaintiffs also
take

issue

with

Defendant's

enforcement

of

Park

Rule

2 .2

(hereinafter llthe Park Rule'') because Defendant enforces this Rule
to prohibit outdoor food sharing as a part of their political
demonstrations .

Park Rule are

Plaintiffs claim that 50th the Ordinance and the

invalid

time , place , and manner restrictions .

Plaintiffs allege two claims for relief : Count One claims violation
of b0th free speech and freedom of association rights pursuant to
the First Amendment, and Count Two claims violation of Fourteenth

Amendment due process becauselt'Plaintiffs argue that both the
Ordinance and the Park Rule are unconstitutionally vague on their
face and as applied to Plaintiffs themselves .

Plaintiffs and Defendant seek summary judgment in cross
motions, with some dup lication of arguments and responses . First,

Defendant filed its Motion For Final Summary Judgment (DE 42),

which offers the following theories for judgment in its favor:
ou tdoor food sharing is not expressive conduct protected by the
First Amendment ; the Ordinance and Park Rule are valid time, p lace,
and manner restrictions; and Plaintiffs have failed to proffer
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sufficient ev idence to establish direct or associational standing .
Plaintiffs oppose all requested relief, and in their Motion For

àummary Judgment (DE 41), they argue that their outdoor food
sharing

is

symbolic

expression

protected

by

the

First

and

Fourteenth Amendments ; the Ordinance and Park Ru le are prior

restraints and are not valid time, place, and manner restrictions;
the Ordinance and Park Ru le violate the Due Process Clause of the
' z. t,'.

Fourteenth Amendment because'thpy grant excessive discretion , fail
to

provide

adequate

notice,

and

authorize

and

encourage

discriminatory conduct; and finally , the Ordinance and the Park
Ru le violate their First Amendment right to expressive association .
1 . Background

The Court will distill the relevant facts from the Parties'

submissions related to b0th Motions (DE Nos . 41 & 42).1 Plaintiffs
describe Plaintiff Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs (hereinafter
''Plaintiff FFNB'') as ''an unincorporated association affiliated with
the grassroots international Food Not Bombs movement that engages
in peaceful political dirqct lction
to communicate its message that
)
'

our

society

can

end

;

.

hunger

L

and

poverty

we

redirect

our

l The facts in this section are taken from : Defendant's Concise Statement
Of Undisputed Material Facts In Support Of Its Motion For Final Summary Judgment
(DE 38), Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts (DE 39), Defendant's Concise
Statement Of Material Facts In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material
Facts (DE 49), Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts Submitted In Opposition
To Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 52), and Defendant's Reply to
Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts Submitted In Opposition to Defendant's
Motion For Summary Judgment (DE 64), as well as from Exhibits accompanying these
submissions. The Parties agree about many of the facts, but where there are
disagreements, the Court will so note . The Court also cites directly to some
provided exhibits.
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collective resources from the military and war and that food is a
human right, not a privilege , which society has a responsibility to

provide to all.'' DE 39, !

Plaintiffs claim the individual

Plaintiffs are umembersz'' but Defendant takes issue with this
characterization .

Plaintiffs serve vegan or vegetarian foods at

Eheir demonstrations.

Plaintiffs state that the food sharing is

''an act of political solidarity rather than charity meant to convey

that all persons are equal, regardless of socio-econom ic status,
and that everyone should have access to food as a human right .''

Id= ! 2.
.'.

A<
.

As described herein , oefendant's ordinance and

park Rule apply

to Plaintiffs' activities because Plaintiffs' food sharing falls

under

one

specifically

of

Defendant's
termed

an

social
Outdoor

services
Food

categories,

Distribution

more
Center

(abbreviated I'OFDC''). Plaintiffs have not argued that Defendant is
yegulating or disallowing any other aspect of their demonstrations,
aside from the food sharing . On October 22 , 2014 , Defendant passed
and enacted the Ordinance, which , as noted above , amended the ULDR ,

and regulates Social Serv icq Facilities . Relevant definitions from
the Ordinance are as follows :

4 . Outdoor Food Distributios Center: Any location or site

temporarily used to fu/hiah meals to members of the
pub lic without cost or at a very low cost as a social
service as defined herein and is generally providing food
distribution services exterior to a building or structure
or without permanent facilities on a property .

Social services: Any service provided to the public to
4
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'

address public welfare and health such as, but not
lim ited to , the provision of food ; hygiene care ; group
rehabilitative or recovery assistance , or any comb ination
thereof ; rehabilitative or recovery program s utilizing

counseling, self-help or gther treatment of assistance;

and day shelter or an# èomsi
nation of same.
2 k, .'
DE 38-1 , p . 3 , Section l.B .4 ., 6 . The Ordinance includes a section

which provides additional regulations of variou s specific Social
Services , including the Outdoor Food Distribution Centers .

Such

requirements concern the placement o: OFDCS in relationship to

other Food Distribution Centers or other OFDCS (not closer than 5O0
feet together) and in relationship to residential property (also

not closer than 500 feet) as well as numerous other food handling,
transport, and sanitation specifications .

Section l.C.2 .c.i.-xiii.

See DE 38-1, p . 6-7,

Regulation vii. states that, ''IOFDCSJ

Shall provide written consvnt 'from the property owner to conduct
)' 't,.
6-'J
.'
I
1!;' '
?
! gl '
that activity on the property .
See id . C .2 .c .vii . In D ., the
'

'

Ordinance provides a
District .'' Id . p .

Table

titled

''A llowable

Uses by

Zoning

OFDCS are considered ''permitted'
' in B -3

districts, which are Heavy Commercial/Light Industrial.z

In

twelve other districts, they are ''conditional .'' Text accompanying
the table section explains the difference between a permitted and
a conditional use . A subsequent amendment to ULDR ï 47-18 .31 added
OFDCS as a conditional use to two more districts . See DE 38-6,

Ordinance C-l5-10. Permitted uses are still subject to review by
2 In its Concise Statement of Undisputed Material Facts (DE 38), Defendant

says OFDCS are permitted in B-2, bùt kkcording to the table, DE 38-1, pp. 8-9,

this appears to be a typographical error .
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the Development Review Committee, but for conditional uses , a more
thorough review process is described .

Some criteria relevant to

this review are detailed here , but the process itself conforms to
that

for another

type

of site p lan :

'ïsite p lan

level III

approval .'' In brief, in addition to the review process, OFDCS need
to meet their own particular criteria, referenced above, undergo
'

site p lan approval,

f

l' 4th''

not create 7
a nuisance to adjacent properties,

and be compatible with the character of the area . See 38-1, pp .

Section I .E . Stranahan Park , which the Parties agree is a
traditional

public

forum ,

the

location

where

Plaintiffs

specifically seek to operate their OFDC , is zoned RAC-CC, Regional
Activity Center-city Center , which is described in Section

Id .

pp . 13-14 , Section
The Ordinance at issue became effective on November 1, 2014 ;

however , pursuant to an order staying enforcement in the state
court case , Arnold Abbott v . Citv of Fort Lauderdale , Case No .
'

.;

:k:.
(

f

CACE-99-03583 (O5), the Ordihihcê was stayed until January 1, 2015.
J

i

Defendant voluntarily agreed to an additional stay until February
2015, and through the present, Defendant has neither lifted the

voluntary stay nor enforced the Ordinance . While Plaintiffs agree
that Defendant has not technically enforced the Ordinance , in that
no new arrests have been made , Plaintiffs add that Defendant has
continued to prosecute violations that took place prior to the
stay .

t.e;
.
cy
!t
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Also at issue is the Park Rule, contained
Recreation - Rules and Regulations .

in Parks and

Rule 2 .2 appears in Section

2 .0 Park Property and reads :

Social Services . Parks shall be used for recreation and
relaxation , ornament , light and air for the general
public. Parks shall not be used for business or social
service purposes unless authorized pursuant to a written
agreement with City .
As used herein , social services shall include , but not be
limited to , the provision of food , clothing , shelter or
medical care to persons in order to meet their physical
needs .
DE 38-35 ,

II . Standard of Review
,. .q.
l

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(a), summary judgment
is appropriate ''if the movant shows that there is no genuine
dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to

judgment as a matter of law.''

The party seeking summary judgment

alway s bears the initial responsib ility of
informing the district court of the basis for
its motion , and identifying those portions of
the p leadings, depositions, answers
to
interrogatories, and admissions on file ,
together with the affidavits, if any , which it
believes demonstrate the absence of a genuine
issue of material fact .

Celotex Corp . v . Catrett, 477 U .S. 317, 323 (1986) (quotation
omitted). %An issue of fact is.':ltatetial'
if, under the applicable
E
.

t

substantive law, it might affect the outcome of the case. An issue
of fact is 'genuine' if the record taken as a whole could lead a
rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party .'' Hickson

Corp . v. N . Crossarm Co., Inc., 357 F .3d 1256, 1259-60 (11th Cir.
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2004) (citinq Allen v . Tyson Foods, l2l F.3d 642, 646 (11th Cir .
1997)) (further citations omitted).
'

'

$.;

'
. .-

&

''Only when that burden has

.?

been met does the burden siift to the non-moving party to
demonstrate that there is indeed a material issue of fact that
precludes summary judgment.'
'

Clark v. Coats & Clark, Incw 929

F.2d 604, 608 (11th Cir. 1991) Avirqan v . Hull, 932 F .2d 1572 ,
1577 (11th Cir. 1991)

''If the movant succeeds in demonstrating

the absence of a material fact, the burden shifts to the non -movant

to show the existence of a genuine issue of fact .''

Burger Kinq

Corp . v. E-Z Eatinq, 41 Corp ., 572 F .3d 1306, 1313 (11th Cir. 2009)
(citinq Fitzpatrick v . City of Atlanta, 2 F.3d 1112, 1116 (11th
Cir. 1993))
1.

The moving party is ehtitlld to njudgment as a matter of law''
when the non -moving party fails to make a sufficient showing of an
essential element of the case to which the non-moving party has the
burden of proof .

Celotex Co= ., 477 U .S . at 322 ; Everett v .

Napper, 833 F.2d 1507, 1510 (11th Cir. 1987)

Al1 justifiable

inferences are to be drawn in the light most favorab le to the non moving party . Anderson v . Liberty Lobbv , Inc w

477 U .S . 242, 255

(1986).
111. Analysis
The Court turns first to Plaintiff FFNB 'S organ izational

standing, as raised by Defendant in its Motion (DE 42). In their
. ..

Response

;..f
cit' .

;.

(DE 51), Plaintiffs 'state that they are not seeking

8
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associational standing to bring their claims on behalf of Plaintiff
FFNB 'S members .

Se#

pp . 15-16

DE

(''FFNB asserts only

organizational standing in its own right and not associational

standing to bring claims on behalf of its members.'')

But this

concession does not in itself resolve all concerns about Plaintiff

FFNB'S standing to bring the tckaims in the above-styled cause .
.

)

In Warth v . Seldin , the Supreme Court articulated different
ways in which an organization can establish standing . 422 U .S . 490

As to organizational standing , as distinguished from

(1975)

associational standing to assert the rights of members, the Court
found that, nThere is no question that an association may have

standing in its own right to seek judicial relief from injury to
itself

and

to

vindicate

whatever

association itself may enjoy.''
discussed

organizational
.

and

immunities

the

Id. at 511. The Court also

standing

Coleman . 455 U .S . 363 (1982)k

rights

in

Havens

Realty

Corp . v .

There, the Court also analyzed

ëe. j: k;,
t. .

whether the organization involved had standing to sue in its own
right , rather than as a representative of its members . Id . at 378 .
The Court asked whether the practices at issue

''perceptibly

impaired'' (the organizationrsl ability to undertake its activities,

stating

that

uconcrete

and

demonstrable

organization 's

activities-- with

the

organization 's

resources--constitutes

injury

consequent
far

more

to

drain
than

on

the
the

simply

setback to the organization 's abstract social interests .''

a

Id . at
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379 . The Eleventh Circuit described the holding in Havens to mean
that : ''an organization has standing to sue on its own behalf if the

defendant's illegal acts impair its ability to engage in its

projects by forcing the organization to divert resources to
counteract

those

illegal

acts .''

Fla . State

Conference

of

N.A .A .C .P. v . Browninq, 522 F.3d 1153, 1165 (11th Cir. 2008)
(citinq Havens, 455 U .S. at 379); see also Common Cause/Ga . v .
Billuos, 554 F.3d 1340, 1349-50 (11th Cir. 2009) (characterizing

the injury as the organization hiving to '%divert resources from its
regular activities to educate and assist'' with ucompl Eiancel with
the statute .ro . In Arcia v . Fla . Sec'y of State, the court labeled
this theory of organizational standing ''the diversion-of-resources
theory ,'' under which nan organization has standing to sue when a
defendant's illegal acts impair the organization 's ability to

engage in its own projects by forcing the organization to divert
resources in response .''

772 F.3d 1335, 1341 (11th Cir. 2014)

(citinq Havens Realtv Corp w 455 U .S. at 379).
In its Motion (DE 42), Defendant cites three cases in an
attempt to argue that Plaintiff FFNB does not have organizational
-:- . .
,

'è
:f
:
éC,

standing. Admittedly, DefendanE stated at the time of this Motion
(DE 42), that it was not certain whether Plaintiff FFNB had
foregone any claim to associational standing on behalf of its
members , which

has since adm itted

is not seeking , as noted

above . Two op inions were issued by district courts outside of the

10
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Eleventh Circuit ; Hunt v . Wash . State ADDIe Adver . Comm 'n is a
decision of the Supreme Court . The district court cases deal with

organizational p laintiffs that sought standing to sue on behalf of

their members . In Wash . Leqal Found . v . Leavitt, the United States
District Court for the District of Columb ia specifically noted that

the organizational plaintiff did not have standing to bring suit on

its own behalf. 477 F. Supp . 2d 202, n .3 (D .D .C . 2007).

And,

the United States District Court for the District of Connecticut
also mentioned that the organizational plaintiff was asserting
representational or associational standing because

suffered a harm or injury itself.
.

Power Co., 270

it had not

Eqri v. Conn. Yankee Atomic

..
.

.

;7..::'
..4
t

Supp . 2d 285, 292

Conn. 2002)

Hunt,

however , addresses 50th forms of organizational standing . See Hunt,

432 U .S. 333, 341-45 (1977).

In that case, the individuals

involved were not actual members of the organizational plaintiff,

but the Court found that they ''possess Eed) all of the indicia of
membership in an organization .''

Id . at 344 .

With respect to the assertion of the Constitutional rights,
the Court finds that Plaintiff FFNB probably does have standing to
challenge the enforcement of the Ordinance and Park Rule .

No

matter how informal its organizational structure , in order to

comply with Defendant's curçenE
regulations, it would have to
:,.j
.. .

.

undergo a perm itting structure which the Parties adm it would cost
some amount of money . They do not agree on the precise amount, but

11
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this is not a material fact . If said regulations are an unlawful
prior restraint or if they are not narrowly tailored time , place ,
or

manner

restrictions, of

course , assuming

Plaintiffs have

asserted a right to expressiv: conduc,t which is constitutionally
.

/.t 't'tr.

protected , organizational Plaintiff FFNB might suffer harm in its

diversion of resources to dealing with the perm it requirements and
the additional requirements imposed upon OFDCS .
The law is not absolutely clear that any particu lar indicia of

being an organization apply when an organization is protecting its
own rights, rather than suing as a representative of its members.
But , the Court finds that even if Plaintiff FFNB does not have
organizational standing to sue on its own behalf, the individual

plaintiffs have standing to assert claim s for violation of their
own rights.

The Ordinance and Park Rule set forth requirements

which affect individual Plaihitiffs' right to engage in conduct
'

;

which , if protected , would be assessed under principles of the
First and Fourteenth Amendments .

And , Defendant does not argue

that these Plaintiffs lack standing .
Thus , without further delay , the Court will address whether

the conduct at

issue- -food

sharing, and here , in particular ,

outdoor food sharing--is expressive conduct , which is protected by
the First Amendment , that, ''Congress shall make no law

abridging the freedom of speech , or of the press ; or the right of
the people peaceab ly to assemble, and to petition the Government
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for a redress of grievances .'' U .S . Const . amend . 1 . Additionally ,
the

Court will

discuss Plaintiffs ' First Amendment

right

to

association claim , and their claim of vagueness pursuant to the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment , that , ï'nor shall any

state deprive any person of life , liberty , or property , without due
process of law .''

Id . at amend . XIV , 5

The above-styled cause is not the first case in which an
i. J5!
,

organzzation or unincorporateàèassociation oé Food xot sombs has
sought First Amendment protection for the activity of food sharing .

Orlando Food Not Bombs was a p laintiff in a sim ilar suit against
the City of Orlando . The Eleventh Circuit issued two op inions in

this case, and even though the prior opinion , First Vagabonds

Church of God v . City of Orlando, 6l0 F.3d 1274 (11th Cir . 2010),
was later vacated

in part and reinstated in part by the en Banc

opinion , First Vagabonds Church of God v . Citv of Orlando , 638 F .3d

756 (11th Cir. 2011), the Court nevertheless finds the first
opinion instructive .

Before setting forth the body of law which

will apply to the alleged prpt
eçted
e.
n' .

.

.

expressive conduct, the dourt

k

turns to a close examination of how the exact same conduct from an
entirely

similar plaintiff has

already been

analyzed

by

the

Eleventh Circuit .
In the First Vagabonds case, the City of Orlando enacted the

Large Group Feeding Ordinance (hereinafter ''Orlando Ordinance'')
which required anyone conducting such a feeding in the Greater

13

.

1
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Downtown Park District to fitstc6btain a permit. First Vagabonds

Church of God, 6l0 F.3d at 1280, rev'd en banc, 638 F.3d 756 (11th
Cir . 2011).

Plaintiffs were the First Vagabonds Church of God

(hereinafter uthe Church'') and Orlando Food Not Bombs (hereinafter
UOFNB''), as well as members of OFNB , all of whom were seeking to
provide food to groups of people, the Church after its serv ice in

a park, and OFNB at food sharing events at a park. Id . Unlike the
Ordinance and the Park Rule, which affect Plaintiffs in the above-

styled cause , all food provision to groups of the designated size
required

a

permit ,

concessionaires .

except

some

City -licensed

or

contracted

The number of permits for any single park was
.

.

d t 2 '-

also lim ited for a single park within the District to two per
consecutive lz-month period .
mention

any

qualification

Id .

based

The Orlando Ordinance did not
on

the purpose

of

the

food

provision , such as food being provided as a social service , or as
a charity , or for any other reason .

See id .

When the Eleventh

Circu it first considered potential First Amendment protection under
the Free Speech Clause of the food sharing in that case, conduct
that is exactly the same , from a group of the same organization as
the Plaintiffs in the above-styled cause , merely organized in a
different city , it concluded :

We do not say today that tù% act of feeding can never, as
a matter of law , be suffiiiently expressive to receive
constitutional protection
. but in the circumstances
of this case , we are unpersuaded that the conduct of
simp ly feeding people-- the only conduct regulated by the
ordinance- -is expressive for First Amendment purposes .
14
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Id . at 1285 . This conclusion comes at the end of the only section
of this prior opinion that was not subsequently reinstated by the

en Banc decision . 638 F.3d at :63. Had this opinion remained the
>.

law

?A

in this Circuit, much of what follows would be entirely

unnecessary .

The question of First Amendment protection for the

type of food sharing conducted by Food Not Bombs would have been
answered .

When the court reheard the First Vagabonds case en Banc , it
retreated from its holding about OFNB 'S food sharing , stating
instead :

We assume , without deciding , that the feeding of homeless

persons by Orlando Food Not Bombs is expressive conduct
protected by the First Amendment but we uphold the
ordinance of the City of Orlando both as a reasonable
time , place , or manner restriction of speech and as a

reasonable regulationtofcokp
- ressive conduct.
l

t.'.

and again :
The resolution of this appeal does not require us to
determine whether the feeding of homeless persons by
Orlando Food Not Bombs in public parks is expressive
conduct entitled to protection under the First Amendment .
We will assume , without deciding , that this conduct is
expressive and entitled to some protection under the
First Amendment .
638 F .3d at 758, 760 .

Naturally , if Defendant City of Fort

Lauderdale's Ordinance and Park Rule were similar to Orlando 's
Ordinance , the

above -styled

cause

wou ld

require

very

little

analysis . Instead , when Defendant City of Fort Lauderdale enacted
its Ordinance and Park Rule , it 'èhose to regulate not merely the
.'.
'
,
:
;
L .:j
i
'
b
t
k.
15
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conduct of food sharing or large group feeding, but that conduct
when it is directed toward a specific purpose, i .e ., outdoor food
distribution as a social serv ice .

The Court recognizes that

Plaintiffs adamantly deny that they are providing a social service ,

as in Plaintiffs' Statement Of Material Facts (DE 39), Plaintiffs
assert :

MThe group does not serve food as a charity , but instead
.

'.

k . :

as an act of political solidarity and expression of and to further
their political message.' DE
more

important

is

that

!

But, perhaps what may be

Defendant

does

not

accept

this

characterization , styling it llan exercise of semantics in hopes of
detracting from , or outright ignoring , the obvious--that they
engage in prov iding social serv ices

for the undisputed

purpose of addressing pub lic welfare and health .''

DE 54 , p .

Even if Plaintiffs do not believe they are providing charity or a
social service , it is significant that Defendant recognizes their
behavior as such .

Defendant's Ordinance and Park Rule do not

regulate all food

sharing ) in:.
the same
.L:'' .
'

fashion , but instead,

specifically target only the type of food sharing that is provided
as a social service .

Thus, these Fort Lauderdale regulations,

unlike the Orlando Ordinance , make at least some reference to the
content

of the

alleged

expressive conduct .

regulated

speech , or , in

this

case,

If food sharing is protected as expressive

conduct under the First Amendment , then these regulations at least

arguably differentiate between types of food sharing based on their
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aim s, or content .

In the First Vagabonds case, the Eleventh Circuit avoided
making an ultimate finding about whether food sharing is expressive
conduct .

In th is case , for the reasons outlined above, the Court

is not in a similar position and thus must decide the issue the
Eleventh Circu it left open in First Vagabonds .

Much of the

relevant case law was analyzed in the original First Vaqabonds
case . See

6l0 F .3d at 1282-85 . And , as in Monroe V . State Court

of Fu lton Cnty ., first the Court mu st decide if outdoor food

sharing is protected by the Free S/eech Clause of the First
Amendment . See 739 F.2d 568, 57l (11th Cir. 1984).
Several Supreme Court cases have addressed the applicability
of the First and Fourteenth Amendments to activ ities which are not
obviously and indisputably speech , but which may still be protected
by the Constitution . Many of these cases address symbolic gestures
involving flags, as the Court in Spence v . Washinqton noted . 4l8

U.S. 405, 4l0 (1974). The language in Spence has served as a test,
or perhaps more accurately , tests, in subseguent symbolic speech or
expressive conduct cases . See James M . McGoldrick, Jr ., Symbolic

Speech : A Messaqe From Mind to Mind, 61 Okla. L. Rev . 1, 36 (2008)
C'Although it seems clear that Ehe Spence court intended a single
test , the imbued test, the reference to a 'particularized message'
has become a separate test, the message test .

Lower courts tend

overwhelm ingly to prefer the message test , breaking the message
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test down into its component parts : first , determining whether the
symbolic

acts

were

intended )to
.
f

..
,

communicate

a

particularized

f1
.

message ; and second , deciding if there was a great likelihood that

it would be understood .'o . The SDence Court quoted U.S . v . O'Brien,
a draft-card burning case , in formulating the language of the
imbued test :
To be sure , appellant did not choose to articulate his
views through printed or spoken words . It is therefore
necessary to determine whether his activity was
sufficientlv imbued with elements of communication to
fall within the scope of the First and Fourteenth

àKqnlhe-n-tA , for as the Court noted in United States v .
O'Brien, B(w)e cannot accept the view that an apparently
lim itless variety of conduct can be labeled lspeech'
whenever the person engaging in the conduct intends
thereby to express an idea .''
But the nature of
appellant's activity , combined With the factual context

and environment in which iy Was undertaken, lead to the
conclusion that he enéajéd in a form of protected
expression .

'

418 U .S. at 409-10 (emphasis added) (guotinq U.S. v . O'Brien, 391
U .S. 367, 376 (1968)): see also Citv of Dall. v . Stanqlin, 490 U .S.
19, 25 (1989) (%'It is possible to find some kernel of expression in
almost every activity a person undertakes

but such kernel is

not sufficient to bring the activ ity within the protection of the

First Amendment.ro .

The second concept in Spence that has been

used as a test is the language about the intent of a symbol : %'An

intent to convey a particularized message was present , and in the
surrounding circumstances the N likelihood
was great that the message
'
....(

would be understood by tho/b'lkho viewed it.''
!,

Id. at 410-11.

Finally , SDence also highlighted the l'context in which a symbol is
18

l
r
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used'' because ncontext may give meaning to the symbol.'' Ié . at 410
(citing Tinker v . Des Moines IndeD. Cmtv . Sch . Dist w 393 U .S. 503

(1969)).
In Clark v . Cmtv . for Creative Non -violence , the plaintiff

questioned the validity of regulations permitting camping in
î'
)

-.)t

.

.

National Parks Qnly in camèéHdùhds designated for that purpose
because it wanted to conduct a camping demonstration in Lafayette
Park and the Mall ''for the purpose of demonstrating the plight of

the homeless.''

468 U .S. 288, 291-92 (1984).

As in the second

First Vagabonds opinion, 638 F.3d 756 (11th Cir. 2011), the Supreme
Court did not make a finding as to whether plaintiff's conduct was
expressive conduct protected by the Constitution . See id . at 293

('%We need not differ with the view of the Court of Appeals that
overnight

sleeping

in

connection

with

the

demonstration

is

expressive conduct protected to some extent by the First Amendment .

We assume for present purpopea, but do not decide, that such is the
-

,

.

case.'').

.*

&>k

Instead, the Court held: %'Expression, whether oral or

written or symbolized by conduct, is subject to reasonable time,
place, or manner restrictions. Id. Such restrictions must be (1)

'justified without reference to the content of the regulated
speech,'' and (2) be ''narrowly tailored to serve a significant
governmental interest,'' as well as
alternative

channels

for

(3) 'lleaving open ample

communication

of

information .'
'

Id .

(further citations omitted). Of course Clark was not announcing a
19
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new test for deciding the validity of such restrictions, but its
articulation of this test provides a concise summary of the 1aw on
this point .

Unlike the Clark Court , the Court in Tex . v . Johnson explained
at the outset of its discussion that it ''must first determine

whether Ethe conduct at issue) constituted expressive conduct''
protected

by

the

First

Amendment ,

and

only

after

this

determination, the Court would
decide ''whether the State's
Q'
1.,

regulation is related to the su/pression of free expression.'' 49l
397, 403 (1989). Johnson cited O'Brien and Spence, but the
bulk of the analysis focused on the governmental interest at stake
because Defendant State of Texas had conceded that the conduct at
issue

was

expressive

conduct ,

and

the

First

Amendment

was

Eleventh

Circuit's

own

implicated. See id . at 403-06.
significant

instance

of

the

application of the cases on expressive conduct , Holloman ex rel .
Holloman v . Harland interpreted the effect of Hurley v . Irish-Am .,
Gay , Lesbian & Bisexual Grp . of Bos . on the particularized message
.

prong of Spence .

è..'

370 F.3d '1:'
jà, 1270 (11th Cir . 2004).

The

Holloman court claimed that the Hurlev case had 'lliberalized'' the

spence test.

Id .

(guoting Hurlev, 515 U .S. at 569 (''a narrow,

succinctly articulab le message is not a condition of constitutional
protection ,

which

confined

to

expression

conveying

a

'particularized message ,' would never reach the unquestionably

20
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shielded painting of Jackson #oliack, music of Arnold Schonberg, or
Jabberwocky verse of Lewis Carroll.'').

Therefore the Holloman

gloss on this question yielded the query of nwhether the reasonable
person wou ld interpret it as some sort of message, not whether an

observer would necessarily infer a specific message .'' Id .
But Holloman rs , and perhaps also Hurley 's, understanding of a
particularized message do not entirely align with the 2006 Supreme
Court case Rumsfeld v . Forum for A cad . and Inst . Riqhts , Inc .

In

that case, an association of law schools and law faculties adopted
policies to express opposition to discrimination , in particular,

discrimination on the basis of ssexual orientation .
*7 .;..'%,

51-53 (2006)

.

547 U .S . 47,

Because they op#osed a military policy concerning

homosexuals in the military , they sought to restrict military
recruiting on their campuses .

Id .

Policies restricting this

recruitment were the alleged expressive conduct for which the
schools sought First Amendment protection .

Id .

But , the Court

concluded that %%(t)he expressive component of a law school's
actions is not created by the conduct itself but by the speech that

accompanies it,'' and ''Etlhe fact that such explanatory speech is
necessary is strong ev idence that the conduct at issue here is not
so

inherently

expressive

that

warrants

protection

under

O'Brien.'' Id. 66. The doùrt hoEed that if al1 conduct combined
with speech cou ld be protected , then First Amendment protection of
expressive conduct would be unbounded .

21

Id .
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And it was the FAIR case that the Eleventh Circuit referenced
at length in the earlier First Vaqabonds case, the decision that
found that OFNB 'S food sharing was not expressive conduct protected

by the First Amendment. Sée 61:
0 F.3d 1274, 1284 (11th Cir. 2010)
t
,

(%'The circumstances underlying the Supreme Court's FAIR decision
prov ide an apt illustration of conduct that , like the conduct here ,
is too ambiguous to receive constitutional protection as a form of

speech.

Like the ambiguous conduct in FAIR, just feeding

people in the park is conduct too ambiguous to allow us to conclude

that a great likelihood exists that an objective reasonable
observer would understand that the feeders are trying to convey a

message.'o .

A concern touched upon in FAIR, and in many other

cases as well , is that a principled line must be drawn .

Not all

conduct can be protected by the First Amendment by transforming the
.

r j
t
rê
i

.,.

î

conduct into speech , or by pairing the conduct with speech .

FAIR

indicates that if additional speech is necessary in order to glean
the message of the conduct, then the conduct w ill not be protected

as speech , but instead , can be regulated as conduct .
Indeed , Justice Scalia , in a concurring opinion in Barnes v .
Glen Theatre . Inc w

commented that the law in question was ''a

general 1aw regulating conduct and not specifically directed at

expression'' and ''not subject to First Amendment scrutiny at all.''
50l U.S. 560,

(1991) (Scalia, J., concurring). In that case,

the Court applied the ''four-part O 'Brien test'' to find that the
.

.

t

:qè
'

22
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public indecency statute could be upheld even if it did impose
uincidental lim itations on some expressive activity .'' Id . at 567.

(guoting United States v . O'Brien, 39l U .S . 367, 376-77 (1968) (''we
think

clear

that

a

government

regulation

is

sufficiently

justified if it is within the constitutional power of the
Government; if it furthers an important or substantial governmental
interest ; if

the

governmental

interest

is

unrelated

to

the

suppression of free expression ; and if the incidental restriction
on alleged First Amendment freedom s is no greater than is essential

to the furtherance of that interest.'o . O'Brien's test is applied
when speech and non-speech are combined . Id . But Justice Scalia 's

point was that when he examined the subject of the law's
prohibitions, he saw only conduct.
concurring)

Id. at 572-73 (Scalia,

The 1aw was not suppressing expression.

The Supreme Court , and the Eleventh Circuit have in some
cases , as noted above, been reticent to decide whether particular
. .
è

h(%
gz
..

. .
. . $.

instances of conduct are expressive conduct protected by the Free
Speech

Clause

of

the

First Amendment .

While

reluctance

is

reasonable when faced with situations in which the courts realize
that the regulations at issue will pass scrutiny even if they are
regulating speech or expressive cdnduct , such avoidance becomes a
less viable option when a court is faced with regulations such as

tùe ordinance and the Park Rule at issue in the above-styled cause.
If food sharing is protected expressive conduct , then Plaintiffs'

23
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food sharing , specifically , is being targeted . Defendant believes

Plaintiffs are providing a social service and seeks :o regulate
this exact type of prov ision .

Even

QLNXI>L steps, cited above,

the Court applied the

is not obvious that the Ordinance

and the Park Rule do not target expression because 50th are

concerned with the purpose for which food is being provided . The
Clark version of this consideration asks whether the restrictions
*
'

are justified without reference to content. 468

at 293. See

also Barnes, 50l U.S . at 566 (the test in O'Brien and that in Clark
17
!

.

.,

describe ''much the same standards.'o .

Perhaps, the Court could

engage in the semantic distinctions Defendant accuses Plaintiffs of

deploying .

The Court might focus on the fact that Defendant has

not regu lated food sharing aimed at presenting the precise message

about diversion of resources from the military to food supply which
Plaintiffs seek to convey .

But in the above -styled cause , the

Court has determined that such a question is fraught with even more
uncertainty than the guestion of whether Plaintiffs ' expressive

conduct meets the tests established by FAIR and its predecessors.
The

Court

finds

that

oùtdoor
.

food

. jy j,j.,
z-.

sharing

does

not

convey

.

Plaintiffs' alleged particu larized message unless it is combined
with

other

speech ,

such

as

that

involved

in

Plaintiffs'

demonstrations . And , Plaintiffs ' other speech about their topic is
not being regulated by the challenged Ordinance and Park Rule .

Therefore ,

the

Court

finds

that

24

Plaintiff's

conduct

is

not
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'

t

expressive Conduct, entitled:siqoproiection under the Free Speech
. .

Clause of the First Amendment .

!

Plaintiffs also claim Defendant has violated their First
Amendment rights by interfering with their right to expressive
association . The Supreme Court has acknowledged that , ''While the

First Amendment does not in terms protect a 'right of association ,'
our cases have recognized that it embraces such a right in certain
circumstances .''

City of Dallas v . Stanglin , 490 U .S .

23-24

(1989) (citing Rpberts v . United States Javcees, 468 U .S. 609
(1984)). See also Knox v . Serv. Emp . Int'l Union, Local 1000, 132

S.Ct. 2277, 2288 (2012) (listing as one of the ways in which the
q

''Q : '

.

First Amendment creates ''an open marketplace ,'' ''the ability of
like-minded individuals to associate for the purpose of expressing

commonly held views'o .

But, even if the right of expressive

association is not an express constitutional guarantee , courts,
including the Eleventh Circuit , have tethered this right to the
Constitution by defining it as ''the freedom to associate for the
purpose of engaging in activities protected by the First Amendment,
such as speech , assembly , petition for the redress of grievances,
and the exercise of religion .'
' Mccabe v . Sharrett , 12 F .3d 1558,

1563 (11th Cir . 1994). Plaintiffs' argument under this theory is
greatly weakened by the Couttfs'/uling that Plaintiffs outdoor food
sharing is itself not protected by the First Amendment .

A s the

Court in Stanglin noted , Roberts v . United States Jaycees, a

25
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seminal case on the right of association , described two types of
association protected by the First Amendment . 468 U .S . 609, 618-19

(1984).

See also Cumminqs v . DeKalb Cnty w

24 F.3d 1349, 1354

(11th Cir. 1994). The first :$@ highly personal relationships,
clearly not at issue here .

Id .

The second class of association

rights, ''freedom of expressive association,'' is somewhat closer to
Plaintiffs' claim , and

indeed , Plaintiffs

cite

United

States

Jaycees's statement that , ''Consequently , we have long understood as

implicit in the right to engage in activities protected by the
First Amendment a corresponding right to associate with others in
pursuit

of

a

wide

variety

of

political,

social,

econom ic ,

educational, religious, and cultural ends.'' Id . at 622 (further
citations omitted)

If Plaintiffs, either the organization or the

individuals, had a First Amendmq
pt right to participate in outdoor
q . ''
:
.e

1

food sharing, then the Court coù
'ld consider whether not only their
right

to

their

expressive

conduct , but

also

their

right to

associate in order to engage in this protected conduct had been
violated . But , the Court agrees with Defendant . The Ordinance and

Park Rule at issue here are not restricting Plaintiffs' ability to
gather together , or associate, but simply requiring them to obtain
a permit and follow a detailed protocol if they want to share food
at these outdoor gatherings . And , the Court has already found that
the

outdoor

food

sharing

should

protection .

26

not

receive

constitutional
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Finally , Plaintiffs contend that the Ordinance and Park Rule
are void for vagueness in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment's
Due Process Clause .

As was the case when the Court considered

their right to association claim, this claim is affected, to a
lesser extent, by the Court's finding that outdoor food sharing is

not

expressive

conduçt

protected

by

the

First

Amendment.

. j
(
.

Plaintiffs suggest three ways ip which Defendant has violated this
constitutional guarantee :

these regulations ''grant excessive

discretion'' to Defendant 's officials when they make decisions about
permission to engage in expressive conduct protected by the First

Amendment; (2) the regulations do not provide adequate notice of
prohibited

conduct;

and

the

encourage'' enforcement which

regulations

is discriminatory

'lauthorize

and

and arbitrary .

Because Plaintiffs ' outdoor food sharing is not expressive conduct
protected by the First Amendment , Plaintiffs ' first theory is not
apposite . Plaintiffs ' second and third theories are similar . %'To

overcome a vagueness challenge ,la statute'must 'give the person of
à

ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportun ity to know what is

prohibited' (or in this case, regulatedl; and it must 'provide
explicit standards for those who app ly them ' to avoid arbitrary and
discrim inatory enforcement .'' Fla . A ss'n of Prof'l Lobbyists, Inc .
v . D iv . of

Leqislative

Info . Serv . Of

the

Fla . Office

of

Leqislative Serv w 525, F.3d 1073, 1078 (11 th Cir. 2008) (guotinq
Grayned v . City of Rockford, 408 U .S. 104, 108 (1972)).

Again,
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Plaintiffs take issue with Defendant 's classify ing their provision
of food as a social service . But , even if Plaintiffs do not like
or agree with Defendant's characterization of their activities,
Defendant has provided a clear definition of what w ill be a social
service within the Ordinance .
than the Ordinance,

If the Park Ru le is less detailed

does not stand alone , and the Ordinance

prov ides definitions and precision to flesh out the Rule . Both are
challenged , and

b0th must be

read

together .

Defendant has

exercised its discretion in . establishing which type of outdoor food
'

.

.

.

t?

sharing activities will be subject to additional restrictions.
Indeed , this decision has been articu lated in the Ordinance and is
not left to any other officials' discretion . The Court has already

alluded to potential problems with the Ordinance which might be
considered

if

the Court believed

Plaintiffs ' activities were

constitutionally protected and sees no reason to return to that
discussion , which

is, in fact , not correctly assigned to the

vagueness realm . A s to notice, Plaintiffs appear to be on notice
that their conduct is regulated by the Ordinance and Park Rule .
The Ordinance clearly delineates not only which activities are
t

regulated , but how , and specifièally
, in which zones of the City .
!.
While the Ordinance requires reference to another regulation to
understand the requirements for receiving a perm it, this does not

mean

that

is vague .

Regulations often

regulations by reference .

28

incorporate other

F
!
(
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Because the Court finds that Plaintiffs' conduct is not

protected by the First Amèndmpnt, the Court will find for
'
.

:

Defendant. No disputes as to material facts prevent judgment in
the City 's favor .

Accordingly , after due consideratïon , it is
ORD ERED AHn ADJUDGED as follows :
Plaintiffs Fort Lauderdale Food Not Bombs , Nathan Pim ,
Jillian Pim , Haylee Becker, and William Toole 's Motion For Summary

Judgment (D; 4l) be and the same is hereby DENIED ;
2 . Defendant City Of Fort Lauderdale's Motion

FQr Final

Summary Judgment (DE 42) be and the same is hereby GPANYED; and
3. Pursuant to Rules :6 yl:nd
58, Final Judgment shall be
,
.

.
..

..

entered by separate Order .
DONE AND

ORDERED

in Chambers at Fort Lauderdale, Broward

County, Florida this t tl= day of September, 2016.
*

*
.

. z.

.. .

W ILLIAM J . ZLOCH

United States District Judge
Copies furnished :
All Counsel and Parties of Record
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